“Few

things are more devastating to a racing engine
than lack of proper oiling,” said John Schwarz
from Aviaid, Chatsworth, California.
If oil is an indispensable element for a race engine, then
the oil system is just as imperative—distributing oil to lubricate moving parts while also helping to cool the engine itself.
Extended rpm’s and load are constant in all forms of
motorsports, requiring oil systems—including the pan, tank
and cooler—to serve as a main ingredient to the powertrain
package, echoed Blane Burnett of Holley Performance
Products, Bowling Green, Kentucky.
In the following pages, we’ll discuss how the various racing
disciplines require different features and designs in their oil
systems. You’ll also discover some of the latest advances in
lubrication system technology.
Different Systems
Several factors must be considered when choosing oil
system components. For instance, regarding an oil cooler, consider “the weight of the vehicle, the horsepower it produces,
and how much airflow you can get through the oil cooler,”
Burnett explained. “Hiding the oil cooler in a safe place will
not work unless you can get air through it via a fan or ducting.
“If a customer has a 5.0-liter V8-powered road race car,
and the car weighs approximately 2500 pounds, we know
this vehicle will produce pretty high temperatures in the oil,”
he continued. “Approximately a 50 row oil cooler would be
ideal for this package mounted directly in front of the radiator. We also recommend having this mounted within no more
than an inch of the radiator to keep airflow from disrupting
between the exchangers and possibly overheating the water.
If this package was cut in half, and say, it was a 2.2- or 2.5liter, four-cylinder car at approximately 2000 pounds, a 25 row
oil cooler would be an ideal starting point.”
Every type of racing presents its own unique set of demands,
added Zac Beals from Setrab, Centerburg, Ohio. “There are
really three facets to best match an oil cooler to a vehicle’s
cooling needs—how much power you’re making, how you’re
making that power, and when you’re using that power,” he said.
“The amount of power being made correlates directly with
the amount of heat being generated and the size of the oil
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To best match an oil cooler to a vehicle’s cooling needs, consider how much power the race car
makes and how the car makes that power, according to one supplier. He also recommended to
consider the type of racing taking place, because the needs, demands and characteristics are
different on a road course compared to a stock car on an oval track.

cooler needed to reject that amount of
heat,” Beals continued. “How you’re
making power—whether with a longstroking V8 or a high-spinning four cylinder—is relevant in judging the efficiency
and thermal characteristics of a particular system. When you’re using that power
can be determined by the type of racing
taking place—the needs, the demands
and characteristics are different on a
Grand Prix circuit than, say, a stock car
short track.”

beginning from the premise that the oil
is the only part of an engine that’s not
bolted down. “You have to understand
the dynamics of the oil in an engine in
operation,” he said.
In drag racing, for example, “we accelerate in a straight line, and all the oil goes
to the back of the sump,” Schwarz continued. “This is critical in the wet sump
because we have to make sure the
pickup is in the right point—typically the
back of the sump in the center.

“The dry sump system is the heart of the
engine, and quality, function and high-tech
design are number one.”
There’s also a difference in oil pan
sump design among the various racing
disciplines, added TJ Grimes of Baker
Engineering, Nunica, Michigan, citing
circle track versus drag racing engines
for example. “The lateral G-forces in circle
track racing require an oiling system
that controls the oil efficiency all the way
around the track, where drag racing oil
systems are designed to control oil movement from front to back,” he explained.
“The level of racing also plays an
important role in oil system selection,”
Grimes continued. “More sophisticated,
higher quality systems are required for
higher horsepower engine applications
where there is more force in the corners,
or higher oil demands during acceleration and deceleration.”
Each venue has a different set of operating characteristics, echoed Schwarz,
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“This works fine until you hit the brakes
at the end of the pass,” he added. “Then
all the oil rushes to the front of the pan,
resulting in no oil at the pickup, or no
oil pressure. So a wet sump pan should
have traps in it to retain some oil around
the pickup at shutdown.
“But the other problem is that, depending on how much oil is in the system, a
large chunk of it will climb the back of the
oil pan up into the reciprocating assembly
in the block,” Schwarz explained. “Given
that can easily cost you 40-plus horsepower, a slosh baffle tray to keep oil from
welling up into the engine is a good thing.
But in drag racing, it’s usually over before
it starts, and as long as there is sufficient
oil in the sump to start, it should end well.”
In circle track, left turns are added, so
everything that applies with a drag racing
oil system also applies to circle track,
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except that the oil will eventually end up
in the right rear corner of the pan, which
means you have to move the pickup,
according to Schwarz.
Additionally, with circle track pans,
“the traps now change to surround the
pickup on two sides instead of one. And
we still have the tray holding it all in the
sump, but now we are running longer,
and recovery of oil becomes a big issue.

When completing the transaction on components
for an engine build, salespeople should always
remember to include the oil pan as part of that
equation. One supplier explained, “Oil is the
lifeblood of the engine, so besides the engine
itself, such considerations as type of racing, kind
of track, sanctioning body rules, chassis and
plumbing constraints all have to be addressed
when designing an oil pan or tank.”

So we add devices like scrapers and
windage screens to try to help oil return
to the sump without compromising the
need for the slosh baffle to restrain oil in
the sump,” he explained.
Road racing incorporates right and left
turns, so the pickup will move back to the
center to equalize things, Schwarz continued, and additional baffles and traps
are added to try and make oil recovery
work in four directions.
What’s New In Oil Systems
Aviaid manufactures dry sump oil
systems for motorsports to combat
common problems “with much more
flexibility in picking up oil in a variety of
places with multiple pickups, variable
tank capacity depending on requirements, much less influence by room
under the engine, venting and oil stabilization techniques that can be applied as
required, and a much more secure and
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stable oil pressure supply for the engine,”
Schwarz explained.
T h o r S c h ro e d e r f ro m M o ro s o i n
Guilford, Connecticut, cited dry sump
oiling systems as “popular in forms of
racing where the rules allow them, especially where low chassis height is important for good handling. Horsepower gain
is maximized because there is virtually
no oil in the pan and no internal pump,
allowing the windage tray or screen to
run the full length of the pan.
“Other advantages of a dry sump
system include a remotely mounted oil
tank for increased capacity, the ability
to easily add remote oil coolers, more
consistent oil pressure, adjustable oil
pressure, improved scavenging and
increased ring seal due to greater oil pan
vacuum,” Schroeder added.
However, he noted, “Certain applications are better suited to a wet sump
oiling system than a dry sump oiling
system. In a lot of racing classes, dry
sump systems are not allowed.”
On the other hand, Gary Armstrong
from ARE Dry Sump Systems, Loomis,
California, said, “A good dry sump system
will work in all racing environments.”
However, in road race engines—the company’s specialty—ARE “makes sure the
customer is getting the best all-around
scavenging and that the dry sump tank is
as tall and narrow as possible to accommodate G-forces from all directions.
“For a circle track car, it’s best to put
at least two of the scavenges in the right
rear corner of the pan, as on track that’s
where the oil is forced to,” he added.
Depending on the type of racing,
Milodon in Simi Valley, California, has
specialty pans for virtually every application, said Ken Sink.
“If it’s circle track, we have several
levels of circle track pans, and the
pickups are located in the back right
corner because of the hard left turns they
make—that way it never starves,” Sink
explained. “The majority of ours have full
trap doors and full built-in windage trays,
which you need for the acceleration and
coming off the banks.
“With our drag racing pans you don’t
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really need the trap doors in them, but
they have the kick outs and then just different configurations,” he continued. “We
also do some for autocross/road racing,
and with those, the pickups are located
in the center of the pan. They have trap
doors all around it so that under hard
braking, left and right turns, and acceleration there’s always oil right there at
the pickup.”
Milodon has manufactured a line of LS
pans and has expanded its pro touring/
road race pan selection. In addition, “we
have more drag racing pans and have
several different circle track pans we’ve
come out with for the higher end applications, and we’ve even modified our low
end pan so we have the only cost effective pan with a full length windage tray
in it,” Sink explained.
Milodon uses steel for all of its oil pans,
which are all made in the US.
Hamburger’s Performance (part of
Hedman Performance Group) in Whittier,
California, has a new LS Swap oil pan
“for S10 LS engine swap products as
well as classic American muscle cars,”
Marc Lewis said. “The all-steel pan has
an extremely low profile to provide cross
member clearance and keep the sump
tucked up for optimum ground clearance.
“This new LS Swap pan comes with
integrated –10AN fittings and oil pump
pick-up designed specifically for the pan
to ensure an uninterrupted flow of engine
oil,” he added.
One of Dailey Engineering’s latest oil
pans is designed mainly for sprint car
racing. “We were asked to build something that is thinking outside the box to
make it better,” explained Bill Dailey from
the Temecula, California-based company.
“We put an ATI damper back on the
crank and moved the oil pump to where
it belongs alongside the motor, mounted
to our Signature Series billet dry sump oil
pan. To make the sprint car world happy,
we enclosed the oil pump drive system
in with the cam belt drive.”
Dailey Engineering specializes in
machined billet dry sump oil pans. “All of
our oil pans are manufactured from billet
6061 T6 aluminum, and the Signature
90
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Series is designed with the oil pump
mounted directly to the oil pan,” Dailey
said. “This allows us to integrate the oil
pump scavenge passages directly into
the oil pan and eliminate the need for
external scavenge lines.
“These designs allow for a shallower,
lighter and more compact package,
leading to a cleaner installation when
compared to a conventional fabricated
or cast oil pan with the oil pump plumbed
externally with AN lines,” he added. “All
of this becomes valuable when trying to
optimize a dry sump oiling system into a
chassis for racing applications.”
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Understanding the various facets of an engine
lubrication system is key to assembling a proper
system. Performance retailers can benefit from
gaining knowledge and experience about particular venues where their customers race, according
to one supplier.

The GM LS engine series of oil pans
from Dailey Engineering is its most versatile series. “The LS engine crate motor
has really taken off, and we are very
excited about several programs we are
supporting with our new economical
three-stage system,” Dailey said. “This
has become our largest seller, mostly
from an economical standpoint. But as
of late, we have supplied many for all-out
race programs due to its performance
level achieved.”
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For 45 years, Moroso Performance
Products has been mass-producing competition oil pans, including deep sump oil
pans, for everyone from the local racer
to the top ranks of NHRA and NASCAR.
“The range of our oil pan line goes from
steel Acura B Series oil pans to fully fabricated two-piece aluminum oil pans with
billet rails and end caps for aftermarket
big block engines that accept 5.30-inch
stroke,” Schroeder said.
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A solid relationship with the manufacturers can
absolutely benefit retailers, affirmed one parts
maker: “The type of expertise that the manufacturer can share with the racing retailer can be
the difference between a racer acquiring quality
components or simply throwing effort and money
into system development.” Photo courtesy of
Holley Performance Products.

Holley recently released an updated
LS engine swap oil pan (part #302-2).
“This newly updated pan eases the difficulties of cross member and tie rod end
clearance that arise when swapping the
LS engine into some older GM muscle
cars,” Burnett noted.
The Setrab ProLine oil coolers, with
HyperFlow Technology, “are well-positioned from a heat-rejection and flowcharacteristic standpoint to remain the
choice of top teams and builders across
all venues of motorsports,” Beals said.
ARE offers systems with all the components designed to work together, best
suiting the engine size, horsepower and
racing application, Armstrong noted.
“At ARE, we are constantly making new
dry sump pans to suit the ever changing market,” he said. “Our ‘from drawing
board to reality’ process in the CNCmachined, purpose-built castings allows
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very few compromises.”
Currently, ARE is making all new
Corvette Stingray retro fit dry sumps for
Katech and GM Racing. In addition, one
of ARE’s newest products is its patented
air/oil separator called Spintric. “This
passive device fits in-line with the scavenge return oil on the way back to the
dry sump tank and removes as much as
70 percent of the air from the system,”
Armstrong explained. “As the dry sump
tank’s oil is recirculated as fast as every
15 seconds, this is a huge advantage
and relatively simple to install.”
Effective Sales Practices
Understanding the various facets
of an engine lubrication system is
key to assembling a proper system.
Performance retailers can benefit from
gaining knowledge and experience at
particular venues where their customers
race, Schwarz noted.
Additionally, retailers should stay
current with what the manufacturers offer
and be able to sell the customer an oil
pan or tank that’s specific to his application, Schroeder suggested. “Another
thing to consider when a sales person
is making a sale on components for an
engine build is that the oil pan should
be part of that equation,” he said. “Oil is
the lifeblood of the engine, so besides
the engine itself, such considerations as
type of racing, kind of track, sanctioning
body rules, chassis and plumbing constraints all have to be addressed when
designing an oil pan or tank.”
Grimes added, “It is very important
that the oil pan and the oil pump work
together as a system, particularly in wet
sump systems. Simply buying a wet sump
oil pan and an oil pump is not enough.
Racers need to buy from someone who
understands both. Matching pan depth
and width to a pump and pick-up that is
ideal for that pan size is very important.”
Holley’s Burnett suggested, “Simply
put, you need to have an oil block adapter
for your engine and a cooler and two
hoses, and you can get into a remote
filter mount, too, but in the end you simply
need to get oil from the engine to the
cooler and back again.”
ˇ
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